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Association of weight loss with improved disease
activity in patients with rheumatoid arthritis: A
retrospective analysis using electronic medical
record data
Background: Objective: To evaluate the association between weight loss and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) David J. Kreps1, Florencia
Halperin2,3, Sonali P. Desai1,2,
disease activity.
Zhi Z. Zhang1, Elena Losina2,4,
Methods: We conducted a retrospective cohort study of RA patients seen at routine clinic visits at an Amber T. Olson1, Elizabeth W.
academic medical center, 2012-2015. We included patients who had ≥2 clinical disease activity index Karlson1,2, Bonnie L. Bermas5 &
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among patients who were overweight/obese at baseline and who lost weight during follow-up.
Results: We analyzed data from 174 RA patients with a median follow-up of 1.9 years (IQR 1.3-2.4); 117
(67%) were overweight/obese at baseline, and 53 (31%) lost ≥5 kg during follow-up. Patients who
were overweight/obese and lost ≥5 kg had three-fold increased odds of disease activity improvement
compared to those who did not (OR 3.03, 95%CI 1.18-7.83). Among those who were overweight/obese
at baseline, each kilogram weight loss was associated with CDAI improvement of 1.15 (95%CI 0.42-1.88).
Our study was limited by using clinical data from a single center without fixed intervals for assessments.
Conclusion: Clinically relevant weight loss (≥5 kg) was associated with improved RA disease activity
in the routine clinical setting. Further studies are needed for replication and to evaluate the effect of
prospective weight loss interventions on RA disease activity.
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Introduction
Obesity, defined by the World Health
Organization as body mass index (BMI) ≥30 kg/
m2, is an epidemic that currently affects 34.9%
of adults in the U.S. [1,2]. Obesity increases
the risk of developing chronic diseases such as
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, coronary heart
disease, and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) [3,4].
The relationship between obesity, weight
loss, and disease control has been investigated
among patients already diagnosed with chronic
diseases. Health benefits of weight loss (ranging
from 1.3-6.4 kg) in chronic diseases include
improvements in cholesterol levels, decreased risk
of cardiovascular events, and improved quality
of life [5-7]. Among patients with hypertension,
patients that lost ≥5 kg had improved blood

pressure [8]. Weight loss of ≥5% was associated
with improved glycemic control in patients
with diabetes mellitus [9,10]. In patients with
osteoarthritis, weight loss of ≥5% was associated
with improvement in joint symptoms [11].
Weight loss of ≥5% was also associated with
low/remission disease activity in patients with
psoriatic arthritis [12]. However, the effect of
weight loss on RA disease activity has been less
studied. Most prior studies in RA investigating
differences in disease activity compared patients
with obesity to patients with normal BMI.
Previous studies performed among patients
with RA have associated obesity with increased
disease activity scores using 28 joints (DAS28)
as well as worsened modified health assessment
questionnaire (mHAQ). DAS28 is a validated
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measure of RA disease activity that combines
tender and swollen joint count with laboratory
measures of inflammation, either erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR) or C-reactive protein
(CRP) [13]. These serum inflammatory markers
are known to be higher in obese individuals
[14]. Thus, it is possible that obese patients have
increased DAS28 scores on the basis of obesityrelated elevations of ESR or CRP independent
of RA disease activity [15]. Using an RA disease
activity measure that does not include these
serum inflammatory markers, such as the clinical
disease activity index (CDAI), may therefore
be preferred over DAS28 when comparing RA
patients with obesity to those without obesity.
The association of obesity with worsened RA
outcomes compared to those with normal BMI
suggests that weight loss may improve RA
disease activity. A prior study reported marked
improvements in RA disease activity after
bariatric surgery [16]. However, these findings
may not apply to other patients with RA in the
routine clinical setting, since the magnitude of
weight loss after bariatric surgery is greater than
would be expected for non-surgical weight loss
[16]. Therefore, we aimed to investigate the
effect of weight loss on RA disease activity in a
routine clinical setting, using the CDAI a disease
activity measure that does not rely on serum
inflammatory markers. We hypothesized that
weight loss would be associated with improved
RA disease activity.
Methods
Study population
We identified patients with RA in the electronic
medical record at a single academic medical
center, Brigham and Women’s Hospital
(Boston, Massachusetts), using a previously
validated algorithm [17]. Medical record review
confirmed RA according to the 2010 ACR/
EULAR classification criteria [18]. All aspects
of the study were approved by the Partners
HealthCare Institutional Review Board.
Study design
We performed a retrospective cohort study of
patients with RA that had at least two CDAI
measures obtained during routine clinical care
with corresponding weight measures at those
clinic visits. CDAI is a measure of RA disease
activity that quantifies RA disease activity on
a scale of 0-76 (higher score indicating higher
disease activity), and is calculated by summing
the tender joint count and swollen joint counts
2
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of 28 joints as well as physician and patient
global assessment on a 0-10 scale [19].
Data collection
Clinic visits for this study were identified as
any encounter that had CDAI measured with
corresponding weight measures also recorded
within one week of that CDAI. Since our goal
was to assess both weight and disease activity
changes, all patients in this study were required
to have at least two clinic visits in order to be
included. For patients with more than two
clinic visits with CDAI and weight measures,
data were collected at each eligible clinic visit.
Data on exposures, outcomes, and covariates
were collected at each clinic visit using detailed
medical record review.
Definitions of weight and CDAI changes
To calculate weight change, we selected the
maximum and minimum weights (in kilograms)
recorded for each subject among all visit dates
that CDAI and weight were measured. We
determined which of the maximum and minimum
weights occurred first to order them as “initial”
or “subsequent”. We calculated weight change
as: ΔWeight=Subsequent weight–Initial weight.
For example, if the maximum weight during the
entire follow-up occurred at the second visit and
the minimum weight during the entire follow-up
occurred at the third clinic visit, then the weight
change was calculated between these two visits.
Since the maximum weight was at the initial
visit, this patient would have ΔWeight<0 and
would be treated as having lost weight. Weight
at any other clinic visit besides the maximum
and minimum weight visits was not included in
the calculations. If all weights were identical, the
patient was deemed as having no weight change
(ΔWeight=0) and we considered the first and
last visits to calculate the corresponding CDAI
change. If there were multiple visits with the
same minimum or maximum weights, we chose
the visits which maximized follow-up duration.
We similarly defined the CDAI change as the
difference between CDAI scores at the same
clinic visits used to define weight change. Figure
1 further illustrates the definition of weight and
CDAI change that we used in this study.
Categorization of weight loss
Our primary exposure was weight loss ≥5 kg
as a binary variable among those who were
overweight or obese. We chose this threshold of
clinically relevant weight loss due to previously
reported health benefits of weight loss above this
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Figure 1. Example demonstrating how weight change was defined in the study. In this patient,
the maximum weight (83 kg) and minimum weight (77 kg) were selected from the four clinic visits
(v1-v4) identified with CDAI and weight measured. The change in weight between these maximum
and minimum visits was a loss of 6 kg. The change in CDAI was calculated between these same
clinic visits. In this example, the CDAI change was an improvement of 10. (CDAI, clinical disease
activity index; vn, visit where a weight measure and CDAI measure were available; Wtn, weight in
kilograms)

threshold in other chronic diseases [5,8]. We
used the WHO classification of BMI categories
for underweight (<18.5 kg/m2), normal weight
(18.5 to <25.0 kg/m2), overweight (25.0 to
<30 kg/m2), and obese (≥30.0 kg/m2) [20]. As
previously described, we used the mode of the
height of all measures when calculating BMI since
patients may have had slightly different heights
recorded at different visits [21]. Since weight loss
would typically only be recommended for those
who were overweight or obese, we included the
BMI category at baseline in our analysis.
Disease activity outcomes
The primary dichotomous outcome was a
decrease in CDAI by ≥5 points. Since all
measures were obtained through routine clinical
care, the treating rheumatologist performed all
joint counts and physician global assessments in
this study. We chose this dichotomous outcome
based on the minimal clinically important
difference of CDAI improvement reported in
prior literature [22].
Covariates
We collected covariate data at the baseline
visit, including sociodemographics, lifestyles,
comorbidities,
RA
characteristics,
and
medication usage. Sociodemographic covariates
included age, sex, race (categorized as white or
non-white), education (dichotomized as greater
than high school education or high school
degree or lower), smoking (dichotomized as ever
or never), and BMI categories. We considered
the three most prevalent comorbidities
recorded: osteoarthritis, hypothyroidism, and
hypertension. RA disease-specific characteristics

included duration of RA, and RA serologic status
(seropositive defined as positive rheumatoid
factor [RF] and/or anti-cyclic citrullinated
protein [anti-CCP]; seronegative as both RF and
anti-CCP negative). Laboratory values included
CRP. Medication use included biologic and nonbiologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs
(DMARDs), glucocorticoids, non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs, and opioids.
Statistical analysis
We calculated descriptive statistics including
frequencies for categorical variables, mean and
standard deviation (SD) for continuous variables
with normal distributions, and median, range,
and interquartile range (IQR) for continuous
variables with non-normal distributions. We
calculated these statistics for the entire study
sample and then stratified by the primary
exposure of BMI category and weight loss
≥5 kg. We performed bivariate analyses to
examine whether covariates including sex,
age, RA duration, smoking status, serologic
status, and steroid use were associated with
the exposure and outcome. We used t-tests
for continuous normally distributed variables,
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for continuous nonnormally distributed variables, chi-square tests
for categorical variables, and Fisher’s exact tests
for categorical variables with small cell sizes. We
evaluated these covariates as possible confounders
due to their associations with RA disease activity
in prior literature [23-27].
In the primary analysis investigating a threshold
of weight loss, we used logistic regression
to estimate the odds ratios (OR) and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) for the binary outcome
3
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of improved disease activity (ΔCDAI ≤ -5 or
not) according to BMI category at baseline and
weight loss of ≥5 kg. We also included the BMI
categories of overweight/obesity and normal
weight in our primary analysis, since weight loss
would not be recommended to patients with
normal or underweight BMI. While we did
not have data on the reason for weight loss, our
goal was to identify patients who may have lost
weight voluntarily. Therefore, we did not analyze
four patients who were normal/underweight
and lost ≥5 kg, since weight loss would not
be recommended for these patients and may
have been indicative of pathologic, rather than
voluntary, weight loss. The three categories in
the primary exposure variable therefore consisted
of: BMI ≥25 kg/m2 and did not lose 5 kg; BMI
≥25 kg/m2 and lost ≥5 kg; and BMI <25 kg/m2
and did not lose 5 kg Figure 2.
We initially performed logistic regression
analysis without adjustment. In the main
analysis using a multivariable logistic regression
model, we adjusted for age, sex, and baseline
CDAI. Since there were only 10 outcomes in
the category of BMI ≥25 kg/m2 and lost ≥5 kg,
we were limited in the number of covariates
that we could include in a multivariable model.
Therefore, we performed sensitivity analyses to
examine the possible confounding effect of other
variables. In these analyses, we substituted the sex
variable with the following possible confounders
measured at the initial visit in individual models:

steroid use, DMARD use, serologic status,
smoking status (ever vs. never), follow-up time,
and osteoarthritis. The effect size of the BMI ≥25
kg/m2 and lost ≥5 kg category was similar in all
models (each of these models affected the OR
by <10%), so we reported the model adjusting
for age, sex, and baseline CDAI as the final
multivariable model.
As a secondary analysis, we analyzed weight loss
in kilograms as a continuous variable, among
the subset of patients who were overweight or
obese at baseline in order to investigate a dosedependent response of weight loss. In this
analysis, we used linear regression to estimate
the β coefficient and 95% CI for the association
between ΔWeight and ΔCDAI among those
who were overweight/obese at baseline and
lost any weight during follow-up. In the final
multivariable model, we adjusted for age, sex,
baseline CDAI, RA duration, smoking (ever vs.
never), serologic status, steroid use at baseline,
and follow-up time.
Two-sided p values <0.05 were considered
statistically significant. All statistical analyses
were conducted using SAS software, version 9.4.
Results
We analyzed 174 RA patients that had at
least two clinic visits with available CDAI
and BMI measures. There were a total of
836 clinic visits, with a median of 5 visits

Figure 2. Flow diagram illustrating the identification of the final analyzed study sample (ACR,
American College of Rheumatology; BMI, body mass index; CDAI, clinical disease activity index;
EMR, electronic medical record; EULAR, European League Against Rheumatism; RA, rheumatoid
arthritis)
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per subject (range: 2-11) over 1.9 years (IQR
1.3-2.4) occurring between March 2012 and
May 2015. Mean age at baseline was 60.4
years (standard deviation [SD] 13.2), 85%
of patients were female, 85% were white,
and 55% had ever smoked. The median time
between the clinic visits where the minimum
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and maximum weights were measured and
were used to calculate weight and CDAI
change was 1.1 years (IQR 0.7-1.5). The most
common comorbidities were osteoarthritis
(68%) and hypertension (52%) Table 1.
Besides CRP which was missing in 14% of
patients, there were no missing data.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patients according to BMI category and weight loss during
follow-up (n=174)
Characteristic
Sociodemographics and
Lifestyle
Mean age, years (SD)
Female, no. (%)
White, no. (%)
>High school education,
no. (%)
Ever smoker, no. (%)
Median BMI, kg/m2 (IQR)
BMI category
Underweight, no. (%)
Normal, no. (%)
Overweight no. (%)
Obese no. (%)
Comorbidities
Osteoarthritis, no. (%)
Hypertension, no. (%)
Hypothyroidism, no. (%)
RA characteristics
Median RA duration, years
(IQR)
Median CDAI (IQR)
RA disease activity
category
Remission (CDAI 0-2.8), no.
(%)
Low (CDAI 2.9-10), no. (%)
Moderate (CDAI 10.1-22),
no. (%)
High (CDAI >22), no. (%)
Components of CDAI
Mean swollen joint count
(SD)
Mean tender joint count (SD)
Mean patient global
assessment (SD)
Mean physician global
assessment (SD)
RF positivity, no. (%)
Anti-CCP positivity, no. (%)
Seropositive (RF or anti-CCP),
no. (%)
Mean CRP, mg/L (SD)*
Medications
Any DMARD, no. (%)
Methotrexate, no. (%)

All patients
(n=174)

BMI ≥25 kg/m2 and
did not lose 5 kg
(n=93)

BMI <25 kg/m2
BMI ≥25 kg/m2 and
and did not lose 5
lost 5 kg (n=24)
kg (n=57)

60.4 (13.2)
147 (84.5)
148 (85.1)

58.6 (12.9)
73 (78.5)
79 (84.9)

60.7 (12.3)
19 (79.2)
20 (83.3)

63.2 (13.7)
55 (96.5)
49 (85.9)

97 (55.8)

49 (52.7)

11 (45.8)

37 (64.9)

96 (55.2)
28.0 (23.8-31.8)

52 (55.9)
29.0 (27.2-32.6)

16 (66.7)
32.4 (29.4-39.5)

28 (49.1)
23.0 (21.3-23.8)

1 (0.6)
56 (32.2)
59 (33.9)
58 (33.3)

0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
54 (58.1)
39 (41.9)

0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
5 (20.8)
19 (79.2)

1 (1.8)
56 (98.2)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)

118 (67.8)
90 (51.7)
32 (18.4)

59 (63.4)
51 (54.8)
16 (17.2)

19 (79.2)
15 (62.5)
4 (16.7)

40 (70.2)
24 (42.1)
12 (21.1)

9.8 (4.1-18.6)

8.3 (3.4-18.4)

10.8 (6.3-16.0)

12.2 (5.8-19.4)

10.0 (5.0-18.0)

10.0 (5.0-15.0)

16.5 (7.0-24.5)

11.0 (4.0-22.0)

12 (6.9)

4 (4.3)

0 (0.0)

8 (14.0)

77 (44.3)

48 (51.6)

9 (37.5)

20 (35.0)

51 (29.3)

28 (30.1)

8 (33.3)

15 (26.3)

34 (19.5)

13 (14.0)

7 (29.2)

14 (24.6)

2.9 (3.5)

2.6 (3.1)

3.0 (2.8)

3.4 (4.2)

4.4 (5.3)

3.6 (4.5)

6.9 (7.5)

4.5 (5.0)

3.8 (2.4)

3.5 (2.1)

4.6 (2.7)

3.9 (2.7)

2.6 (1.8)

2.5 (1.9)

3.3 (1.8)

2.5 (1.7)

110 (63.2)
82 (47.1)

55 (59.1)
48 (51.6)

22 (91.7)
12 (50.0)

33 (57.9)
22 (38.6)

136 (78.2)

73 (78.5)

22 (91.0)

41 (71.9)

7.1 (10.4)

7.1 (10.1)

6.4 (5.8)

7.2 (12.6)

151 (86.8)
86 (49.4)

84 (90.3)
51 (54.8)

20 (80.0)
13 (54.2)

47 (82.5)
22 (38.6)
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Non-biologic DMARD, no. (%)
103 (59.2)
60 (64.5)
14 (58.3)
29 (50.9)
Biologic DMARD, no. (%)
106 (60.9)
56 (60.2)
17 (70.8)
33 (57.9)
≥2 DMARDs, no. (%)
64 (36.8)
37 (39.8)
11 (45.8)
16 (28.1)
Glucocorticoids, no. (%)
55 (31.6)
29 (31.2)
9 (37.5)
17 (29.8)
NSAIDs, no. (%)
82 (47.1)
44 (47.3)
10 (41.7)
28 (49.1)
Opioids, no. (%)
21 (12.1)
14 (15.1)
4 (16.7)
3 (5.3)
*CRP
was
missing
in
25
patients.
All
other
variables
had
no
missing
values
Anti-CCP, anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide; BMI, body mass index; CDAI, clinical disease activity index, CRP, C-reactive
protein; DMARDs, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; RF, rheumatoid factor.

At baseline, the median BMI was 28.0 kg/
m2 (IQR 23.8-31.8) and 67% of patients were
overweight or obese. The median RA duration
was 9.8 years (IQR 4.1-18.6) with 78% being
seropositive and 15% having deformities from
RA. Seven percent of subjects were in remission,
44% had low disease activity, 29% had moderate
activity, and 20% had high disease activity by
CDAI at baseline. The median CDAI among
those who were normal or underweight (n=53)
was 11 (IQR 4-22), while the median CDAI
among overweight/obese patients who did not
lose 5 kg (n=93) was 10 (IQR 5-15), and 17
(IQR 7-25) for overweight/obese patients who
did lose 5 kg (n=24). Within the entire study
sample at baseline, 87% were on DMARDs,
59% were on a non-biologic DMARD, 61%
were on a biologic DMARD, 47% were on
NSAIDs, 12% were on opioids, and 32% were
on glucocorticoids.
Ten out of the 24 (42%) of patients who were
overweight/obese at baseline and lost above the
threshold of ≥5 kg, had a CDAI improvement
of ≥5 compared to 18 of the 93 (19%) patients
who did not lose ≥5 kg. Overweight/obese
patients who lost above the threshold of 5 kg had
significantly increased odds of disease activity
improvement compared to those who did not
lose 5 kg (unadjusted OR 2.74, 95% CI 1.096.91). After adjustment for age, sex, and baseline
CDAI, overweight/obese patients that lost
≥5 kg had three-fold increased odds of disease
activity improvement (OR 3.03, 95% CI 1.187.83) Table 2 compared to those that did not
lose this amount of weight. Results were similar
in individual models that adjusted for steroid
use, DMARD use, serologic status, smoking,
follow-up time, and osteoarthritis instead of sex.
Among patients who did not lose 5 kg, those
with normal BMI had a trend toward improved
CDAI compared to overweight/obese patients
(multivariable adjusted OR 1.90, 95% CI 0.884.11).
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Among the subset of patients who were
overweight/obese at baseline and lost any weight
during follow-up, there was a dose-dependent
response of improved CDAI with weight loss.
For every 1 kg of weight lost, CDAI improved by
1.15 points (95% CI 0.42-1.88) Figure 3, after
adjusting for age, sex, RA duration, smoking,
steroid use, serostatus, and follow-up time.
Discussion
Among patients with RA seen in routine
clinical care, we found that weight loss beyond
a threshold of 5 kg was associated with a threefold increased odds of reduced disease activity
compared to overweight/obese patients that
did not reach this threshold of weight loss. We
further observed a dose-dependent response of
weight loss and reduced disease activity amongst
the subset of patients that were overweight/
obese and lost any weight during follow-up.
These results suggest that losing weight may
improve RA disease activity. Counseling RA
obese patients on the benefits of weight loss on
the potential for improving disease activity may
provide an additional tool for RA management
to clinicians.
Prior studies have associated obesity with
worsened RA outcomes compared to patients
with either normal or non-obese BMI. A French
study found that obese patients were 83% less
likely to attain a DAS28 decrease of ≥1.2 after
6 months of follow-up [28]. In the Better
Anti-Rheumatic Farmacotherapy (BARFOT)
study, obesity was associated with 50% lower
odds of sustained remission by DAS28 (OR
0.51, 95% CI 0.32-0.84) and worse mHAQ
scores compared to non-obese patients [13]. In
a meta-analysis of four previous studies, obese
patients had a mean difference in DAS of 0.14
(95% CI 0.01-0.27) compared to patients
with normal BMI [29]. In the Epidemiologic
Investigation for RA, obese patients were less
likely to be in remission by DAS28 compared
to RA patients with normal BMI (OR 0.58,
95% CI 0.37-0.92) [30]. Similar results
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Table 2. Odds ratios for RA disease activity improvement (≥5 point improvement in CDAI)
according to BMI at baseline and significant weight loss (≥5 kg) (n=174).
Outcomes
% with CDAI
Unadjusted OR
Adjusted OR
/ Total in
improvement ≥5
(95% CI)
(95% CI)*
category (n)
points
18 / 93
19.4
1.0 (Ref)
1.0 (Ref)
BMI ≥25 kg/m2 and did not lose 5 kg
10/24
41.7
2.74 (1.09-6.91)
3.03 (1.18-7.83)
BMI ≥25 kg/m2 and lost 5 kg
19 / 57
33.3
2.12 (0.99-4.54)
1.90 (0.88-4.11)
BMI <25 kg/m2 and did not lose 5 kg
Weight loss was defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum weights (kg) at routine clinical
visits. ΔCDAI was calculated using measures at these corresponding clinic visits and ΔCDAI <-5 was considered a RA
disease activity improvement.
Patients who had baseline BMI of <25 kg/m2 and lost 5 kg (n=4) were not analyzed. None of these patients had CDAI
improvement ≥5 points.
*Adjusted for age, sex, and baseline CDAI.
BMI, body mass index; CDAI, Clinical Disease Activity Index; CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; RA, rheumatoid
arthritis.
Baseline BMI and weight loss

Figure 3. Regression line and 95% confidence bounds of weight loss (continuous, in kilograms) vs.
ΔCDAI among patients with rheumatoid arthritis who were overweight or obese at baseline and
lost any weight* during follow-up (n=53).
*Weight loss was defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum weight (in kg)
measures at routine clinic visits and included all patients with ΔWeight <0. ΔCDAI was calculated
using measures at the corresponding clinic visits.
The linear regression model was adjusted for age, sex, baseline CDAI, RA duration, smoking (ever
vs. never at baseline), serologic status (seropositive vs. seronegative), steroid use (ever vs. never
at baseline), and follow-up time. (CDAI, clinical disease activity index; RA, rheumatoid arthritis).

reporting lower odds for remission/low disease
activity for obese patients compared to patients
with normal weight were found in another
study performed in the United Kingdom (OR
0.44, 95% CI 0.22-0.88) [31]. In another
meta-analysis of four previous studies, RA
patients who were obese were 47% less likely to
be in remission/low disease activity by DAS28
(OR 0.53, 95% CI 0.41, 0.69) [32]. Most
recently, in a meta-analysis of 10 prior studies,
patients with obesity were 42% less likely to
achieve minimal disease activity compared to

patients with normal BMI (OR 0.58, 95% CI
0.40-0.85) [33]. In a study performed in the
Netherlands, continuous BMI was positively
correlated with DAS28 (r=0.34, p=0.001) [34].
In another Dutch study, obese/overweight
patients had higher tender and swollen joint
counts than patients with normal BMI after
one year of follow-up [35]. In a meta-analysis
of two studies, RA patients with obesity had
worse HAQ scores compared to patients with
normal BMI (mean difference 0.10, 95% CI
0.01-0.19) [32].
7
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Our results expand upon this prior literature that
mostly focused on comparing BMI categories
of obese and normal. Similar to this prior
literature, we observed a trend towards improved
disease activity for patients with normal weight
compared to overweight/obese patients who
did not lose weight [35-37]. Additionally, we
observed that patients who were overweight/
obese at the baseline visit had higher CDAI
measures compared to normal weight patients
[29]. Unlike prior studies, we aimed to investigate
the effect of weight loss on disease activity,
rather than static categories of BMI. We found
that weight loss beyond a threshold of 5 kg was
significantly associated with improved disease
activity. We also included the BMI categories
of overweight/obesity and normal weight in our
primary analysis, since weight loss would not
be recommended for patients with normal or
underweight BMI. The threshold of 5 kg that we
investigated has been described as an obtainable
goal through diet and exercise and also improves
other chronic disease outcomes [38,39]. In the
secondary analysis, we found a dose-dependent
response of weight loss with improved disease
activity, suggesting that weight loss beyond 5 kg
may provide further improvement in RA disease
activity.
While the association between obesity and worse
RA outcomes is well described, few previous
studies have investigated the relationship
between weight change and RA disease activity.
A prior study by our group investigated the
effect of weight loss on RA measures after
bariatric surgery [16]. This retrospective cohort
identified 53 subjects with RA who underwent
bariatric surgery. Twelve months after weight
loss surgery, patients lost a mean of 41.0 kg (SD
17.3), and 68% were in remission compared to
only 26% at baseline (p<0.01). Another study
prospectively followed a cohort of 19 patients
with RA who lost a mean of 4.5 kg due to nonsurgical interventions and found a significant
improvement in physical function [40]. In
BARFOT, there was no association between
weight gain during follow-up and RA disease
activity, but the association of weight loss with
disease activity was not reported [13].
It is possible that the findings of our study may
not be generalizable to other populations since
the study was performed a single site. However,
characteristics of our study sample are similar to
other established RA cohorts and the data were
collected through routine clinical care [41,42].
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Since our study was a retrospective cohort study,
we used data already collected and the reason for
weight loss was unknown. However, our results
suggesting improved outcomes for patients with
normal BMI compared to obese patients are
consistent with prior literature. More patients
with obesity had osteoarthritis in our study
than those with normal BMI, also consistent
with prior literature [43,44]. However, it is
possible that improvements in pain and function
from osteoarthritis after weight loss may have
contributed to our findings. While we did
not utilize DAS28 since this measure includes
inflammatory markers that might be higher in
patients with obesity, it is possible that subjective
components of CDAI, such as joint tenderness,
might also be biased. Therefore, even validated
disease activity measures such as CDAI may
not truly reflect biologic RA disease activity.
We designed our study based on when CDAI
was measured in the routine clinical setting,
as opposed to having a standard interval for
CDAI measurement. To standardize followup and define weight loss, we identified the
maximum and minimum weights during followup. However, it is possible that this definition
of weight loss may have influenced our results.
Glucocorticoid use is associated with weight gain,
leflunomide may be associated with weight loss,
while other DMARDs had relatively less impact
on weight change [45]. However, glucocorticoid
use was similar across exposure groups and was
adjusted for in the analysis using weight loss as
a continuous variable so is likely to influence
our results. Few patients started on leflunomide
during this study, so this is unlikely to explain
our results. Since weight was measured in routine
clinical care, it is possible that seasonal factors
such as weight of clothes and mood changes
might have affected our results. However,
median follow-up was 1.1 years, so seasonal
differences would be less likely to be important
in this length of follow-up. While our goal was
to capture voluntary weight loss in the routine
clinical testing, we were unable to measure
whether patients were actively participating in
dietary or physical activity programs to lower
weight. Finally, while we aimed to investigate
the effect of weight loss on RA disease activity, it
is possible that the converse may be responsible
for the association we report. Patients with
improved RA disease activity may be more
likely to lose weight through mechanisms such
as improved quality of life, less pain, increased
physical activity, and healthier diet. Prospective

Association of weight loss with improved disease activity in patients with rheumatoid
arthritis: A retrospective analysis using electronic medical record data
weight loss intervention studies are needed to
definitively establish the causal role of weight loss
and disease activity.

4. Qin B, Yang M, Fu H et al. Body mass index and the
risk of rheumatoid arthritis: a systematic review and
dose–response meta–analysis. Arthritis. Res. Ther. 17, 86
(2015).

In conclusion, we demonstrated that weight
loss above a threshold of 5 kg in overweight/
obese patients was associated with a significant
improvement in RA disease activity. Additionally,
we found a dose-dependent response between
weight loss and improved disease activity among
RA patients who were overweight or obese
suggesting additional benefit in disease activity
for weight loss beyond 5 kg. These findings
suggest that weight loss may have a role in the
non-pharmacologic management to improve
RA disease activity specifically for overweight or
obese RA patients. Further research is needed to
replicate these findings in other populations and
to prospectively investigate the effect of weight
loss interventions on RA disease outcomes.

5. Felix HC, West DS. Effectiveness of weight loss
interventions for obese older adults. Am. J. Health.
Promot. 27(3), 191–9 (2013).
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